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About the Client 

Myprojectbazaar provides the latest final year projects online. Such as big data projects, 

application projects, digital signal processing, network security, web services, wireless 

sensor networking, power electronics, data mining, communication, cloud computing 

projects and so on. Here some of the project metrics before we started working on the 

website. 

The Challenge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Their eCommerce websites are not well optimized into search engines. As well as a very 

minimum amount of organic traffic on that website. The loading speed of this website is 

huge which is a massive factor for search engine rankings. They didn't have a proper 

content marketing strategy with no blog section on the site. There are a few amounts of 

backlinks created on this site. We began the SEO work with a set of initial keywords and 

later they want to add a new set of keywords, so it is huge difficult to achieve top-notch 

search rank for new keywords within a short duration of time. 

 



 

 

Our Strategy 

 
 As a part of our SEO expert, thoroughly audits of MyProjectBazaar website in order to 

identify all the areas of improvement. 

 Our SEO professionals worked hard to optimize the loading speed of the site. 

 We conduct a complete competition analysis to identify keywords that their 

competitors are targeting and also based on what we prepare a detail SEO strategy 

plan. 

 Our experts audit the client site like Indexing, page structure and also canonical issues.  

 
  



Solution 

 

Keyword Research 

First, we analyzed the keyword research for 

myprojectbazaar.com website. Because targeting keywords 

can lead to long term and short term organic traffic. With 

the help of keyword research process, we framed new set 

of related keywords for their website using keyword 

planner tool.  

  

 

Competitor Analysis 

Especially, we analyzed the myprojectbazaar.com 

competitors. To find the competitor keyword strategies, we 

performed a keyword search on competitors. We 

determined their industry- related competitors of 

Myproject bazaar to frame the powerful SEO strategies. 

The tool Ubersuggest analysis function which does exactly. 

 



Organic Traffic Increase Through Blogs 

Make a blog strategy to focusing on solving the client’s pain 

points to increase the qualifies traffic. 

 Blog Regularly 

 Optimize for your reader, not search engines 

 Utilize long-tail keywords 

 Regularly create unique and quality content 

 Utilize internal links 

 Promote across social media platforms like Facebook 

 

 
 

 

Link Building 

Inbound Links is one of the major factors in search engine 

rankings, our SEO experts dedicated more resources to 

building new links to the websites. As well as, we submitted 

their website to relevant directories and conducted them 

into the outreach to request links from the relevant 

websites. This means it helped to increase their keyword 

ranking. 



 

Increase in Keyword Ranking 

We have achieved top priority keywords on the Google top page within the suggested timeframe! 

Keyword Ranking 

Keywords Before SEO After SEO 

Final year student projects #62 #2 

Project centre in Madurai #58 #2 

Web application projects for students #69 #2 

Online java projects with source code #49 #3 

Matlab projects for final year #79 #3 

Php projects students #58 #3 

Final year project android application #72 #4 

IEEE python projects #48 #4 

Final year networking projects #29 #4 

IEEE projects list #88 #4 

 
MyProjectBazaar 

https://myprojectbazaar.com/


Result 

After implementing these above SEO winning strategies, we have seen a positive trend in terms of their website visibility, 

organic traffic, and higher search volume keyword ranking on Google’s first page. Our experts stick to the hard work and it 

paid off. 

 

 

Takeaway 

In the final analysis, we showed our potential strategy and increasing the website ranking. Our SEO experts are focused on 

what users wanted and provided them with more informative content. We will continue to work the same. 

 

 After the successful execution of our powerful tactics, there was an increase in the number of visitors per day, 

increased brand awareness and upgraded their website position. Specifically, we focused on what users wanted and 

provided them with valuable content. Clearly, this case study shows several significant improvements in the various 

sectors in the business market. 

 

 

 


